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Commands & Colors Ancients:  Facing & Flanks
By Asher Royce and Joseph Royce, father and son.


I.  Facing


A.  Facing Choices
   Units face along hex spines.  The two hexes in front of a unit are the front, the two
hexes behind the unit are the rear, and the side hexes are the flanks.  When moving, an
ordered unit may enter either of the two front hexes.  All blocks of a given unit must share
the same facing.


B.  Changing Facing on Your Turn
   Units may change facing while moving, or may do so by pivoting within the hex.  The
details are as follows.
  1.  Changing facing 60°.
    a.  If staying in place, any ordered unit may change facing 60° for free – even if in
melee.
    b.   While moving, any ordered unit may change facing 60° for free for each hex
moved.
 2.  Move first or turn first?  That is up to you.  However, when you move a unit on your
turn, be consistent with that unit for the remainder of that turn.  Ex:  “With this cavalry,
I’ll move, turn, move, and turn.  With that infantry, I’ll turn, then move.”
Non-Ex: “With this cavalry, I’ll move, turn, turn, and move.”
  3.  Spending movement points to turn faster.
   A unit may spend 1 movement point to pivot up to 180° in place.


C.  Changing Facing on Your Opponent’s Turn
   Some units being attacked on the flank or rear may react  without being ordered.  The
details are as follows.
  1.  Units with a speed of 3 or 4 may change facing 120° in reaction to flank or rear
attacks.
  2.  Units with a speed of 2 may change facing 60° in reaction to flank or rear attacks.
       (May not be used for weaselly tricks with elephant rampages.)
  3.  Units with a speed of 1 may not change facing in reaction.
  4.  Exceptions are auxilia and warrior infantry, who are treated as speed 1.
  5.  A given unit may react only one time per opponent’s turn.
  6. The decision to react is made after the opponent declares close combat attacks, but
before the declaration of evasion.  This makes lights very slippery!







D.  Retreat & Evade
   A unit retreats or evades out its rear two facing hexes.  The exception is lone leaders,
who have no facing, and therefore always retreat towards the back board.


E.  Cards
  1.  The “Move-Fire-Move” card allows lights to move laterally and backward without
changing facing.  If you wish to change a unit’s facing, then use the rules in this document.
Limitation:  moving units must first move to firing position, and may then fall back.
  2.  Players may agree to make the “Double-Time” card allows units to move laterally
and backward without changing facing.  If you wish to change a unit’s facing, then use the
rules in this document.
  3.  Players may agree to make the “Order Mounted” card allows units to move laterally
and backward without changing facing.  If you wish to change a unit’s facing, then use the
rules in this document.
  4.  The “Clash of Shields” card allows a unit to initiate close combat out of a facing
other than the front two hexes.   If  choosing to occupy the attacked hex,  the attacker
changes facing to advance into that hex.
  5.  The “Line Command” card allows, out of all the units ordered, a single unit to move
one hex either out its rear facing or out its flank facing; reverse or crabwise movement.







II.  Facing and Fighting


A.  An ordered unit may only attack out its front facing hexes.  It may, however, battle back
out its flank and rear facing hexes.  When battling back through flank or rear facing hex
sides, a unit rolls half normal dice for the terrain, rounding up.  (Any card or other bonus
that adds dice does so after halving.)


B.  Mounted Attacking Foot in Melee
  1.  Versus infantry front.
    a.  Minus 2 dice versus heavy, medium, or auxilia.  There are two exceptions:  one, when
attacking foot who are in forest or river; and two, when elephants attack the front, they do
so at full strength.
    b.  Do normal damage versus other light foot.
  2.  Versus infantry flank or rear.
    a.  Heavy and medium mounted get plus 2 dice versus all foot.
    b.  Light mounted get plus 1 dice versus all foot.


C.  Mounted Attacking Mounted in Melee
  1.  Versus mounted front, do normal damage.
  2.  Versus mounted flank or rear.
    a.  Heavy and medium mounted get plus 2 dice.
    b.  Light mounted do normal damage.


D.  Foot Attacking Foot in Melee
  1.  Versus infantry front, do normal damage.
  2.  Versus infantry flank or rear.
    a.  Heavy, medium, and auxilia get plus 2 dice.
    b.  Light infantry (excepting auxilia) get plus 1 die.


E.  Foot Attacking Mounted in Melee
  1.  Versus mounted front, do normal damage.
  2.  Versus mounted flank or rear, get plus 1 die.


F.  Flag Results From Attacks on the Rear
   If a unit is attacked on the rear, and said unit must retreat past the foe on its rear, then
the retreating unit takes one casualty.


G.  Units Protect Each Others’ Flanks
If an attacker engaging in close combat faces two enemy units, one target offering its front
and the other offering its flank or rear, they must attack the unit presenting its front, unless
the unit presenting its front is attacked in close combat by a second assailant.







H.  Regular Infantry Advantage – Defending Against both Melee and Ranged
   This advantage is for heavy and medium infantry (not warriors) attacked on the front
facing.
  1.  If receiving color hits that remove blocks, the unit may convert one color hit into a
flag that  cannot  be ignored;  falling back in order to avoid losses.   (Losses from elephants
cannot be converted.)
  2.  If receiving flags, the unit may convert one flag into a color hit (red/blue) and remove
one block; taking losses in order to hold the position.  (Flags from elephants cannot be
converted.)


III.    Checklist  


A.  Start of your turn.
   Are your flanks covered by units that can react when flanked?  


B.  Maneuvers
   Can you position a unit so that it may flank on the next turn?
   Can you move your line forwards without exposing your infantry’s flanks?
   Have you moved your cavalry into “strike range”?


C.  Picking Targets for Close Combat
   Don’t throw cavalry at the front of regular infantry.
   Does your target have exposed flanks or rear?
   Can your target react with a facing change?
   Does your target have an open avenue of retreat or evasion?
   Will the attack leave your own units exposed to flank attacks?


D.  Picking Targets for Ranged Attacks
   Can you put lights near enemy flanks or rear?
   Will the enemy have to move strong units out of position in order to drive off your
lights?
   How long can your lights get away with harassment attacks?


E.  Closing in for the Kill
   Do your attacking units have the optimum facing for...
     1.  Retreat or evasion?
     2.  Attacking again after momentum advance?
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